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Ultra-sensitive solid-state magnetic sensors are in strong demand in many applications where currently available sensors are inadequate. We have used high performance magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ) sensors and pushed the magnetic sensing limit to a high level. We have incorporated double-staged magnetic flux concentrators, one on the MTJ chip level and the other on a more macroscopic level, to amplify the external field of interest. With this approach and undergoing a process of optimization on the flux concentrators, we have increased the sensitivity of the MTJ sensor by a large factor of 517 to 775.4%/Oe in terms of magnetoresistance response. The coercivity of the sensor is only 0.12 Oe. We have achieved a detectable field limit of 30 pT/√Hz at 10 kHz. We have presented the noise spectrum and the sensitivity spectrum up to a maximum frequency of 100 kHz. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5052355

Based on the spin-dependent quantum tunneling effect, magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJs) have been developed into a high performance solid-state magnetic sensor for their superior properties, including high sensitivity, low power consumption, miniaturized size, thermal stability, broad frequency response, and operational tunability.1–6 The high magnetoresistance ratio (MR) is a particularly valuable property which allows the MgO-based MTJs to generate large signals in response to a weak external magnetic field. Scientists have been making efforts in minimizing the intrinsic magnetic noise of the MTJs, so that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be enhanced as much as possible.7–14 The journey to increase magnetic sensitivity is both arduous and rewarding. Every milestone reached brings new and challenging applications into reality. For example, MTJs are the sensor of choice for read-write heads in data storage devices,15 and for magnetic imaging,16 microscopy,17 and metrology.18 Precise magnetoresistive sensors are used in underground navigation and resource (oil and gas) exploration.19,20 MTJs may also be adapted for bio-medical applications, such as bio-molecular recognition.21,22

In this work, we aim to develop robust and easy-to-use MTJ sensors with picoTesla (pT) field sensitivity by researching on extrinsic magnetic flux concentrators (MFCs), which amplify external magnetic fields. Our MFCs consist of two stages, on-chip MFCs (onMFCs) and external MFCs (exMFCs). We design and process two types of “soft” magnetic materials with high permeability and low coercivity ($H_c$), a thin film for the onMFC and a bulk alloy for exMFC. We achieve a flux amplification of a few hundred-fold, and picoTesla (pT)-scale field sensitivity over a broad frequency range up to 100 kHz.

Highly sensitive magnetic sensors rely on the fabrication of high quality MTJ wafer stacks, which we prepared by using a home-made high vacuum magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of $2 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr. We deposited the MTJ stacks on 2-in, thermally oxidized silicon wafers according to the layer sequence of Si-substrate/SiO$_2$/Ta(50)/Ru(300)/Ta(50)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{30}$(30)/IrMn(180)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{30}$(30)/Ru(8.5)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{30}$B$_{20}$(30)/MgO(25)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{30}$B$_{20}$(25)/Ta(3)/Conetic(400)/Ta(50)/Ru(100) (numbers referring to thickness in Angstroms). We deposited the MgO tunneling layer under 1.2 mTorr Ar sputtering pressure and 120 W RF power, and all other layers under 2 mTorr and DC sputtering with various powers. The bottom CoFeB below the MgO barrier is a magnetically fixed layer and the top CoFeB/Ta/Conetic composite layer is the magnetic free layer. The Conetic$^2$ layer is a soft ferromagnetic alloy with a composition of Ni$_{77}$Fe$_{14}$Cu$_5$Mo$_4$, which is similar to but softer than the permalloy.23,24 We used standard photolithography and physical ion milling to pattern the stacks into hundreds of magnetic sensor units on each wafer. Figure 1(a) is a schematic of an individual MTJ which has an oval shape. The fabrication process was concluded by subjecting the wafer to a magnetic annealing process at 320 °C for 2 h in a high vacuum of $6 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr and under an in-plane field of 0.45 T. How an MTJ sensor is designed geometrically and conditioned magnetically (pinned fixed electrode versus free electrode) are explained in Ref. 1. One sensor unit (a die) has a silicon footprint of $1 \times 1$ mm$^2$, consisting of four MTJs connected in series as shown in the optical micrograph of Fig. 1(b). Each MTJ has an oval shape with a dimension of $15 \times 120$ μm$^2$. The sensor is a two-terminal resistor-like device with a typical resistance of 2.5 kΩ and a total MR of about 95% between the parallel and antiparallel magnetization configuration of the bottom and top magnetic electrodes. The field sensing direction is along the x-axis which is the short axis of the MTJ ellipse, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Two gold pads along the central y-axis serve as the two terminals of the MTJ sensor.

Now we provide the technical details of our two-stage MFC development (onMFC and exMFC). The first stage onMFC consists of a pair of trapezoids made of Co$_{80}$Zr$_4$Nb$_8$...
(CoZrNb) film which is deposited/patterned in close proximity to the MTJ sensor unit, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b). The central gap between the two onMFCs is 30 μm, and the external field in the sensing direction is amplified within the gap. CoZrNb is a soft magnetic material with a high permeability varying from 1000 to 7000 as reported in the literature. It is an ideal MFC material for solid-state magnetic sensors. Following previous studies, we deposited a CoZrNb amorphous thin film using a 99.95%-purity sputtering target. To optimize its growth condition, we first deposited a CoZrNb film on oxidized silicon wafers and measured its magnetic properties using vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). After many trials and errors, we obtained the best sputtering conditions for optimized “soft” magnetic properties (high permeability and low coercivity): base vacuum pressure $1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr; Ar gas sputtering pressure $5.0 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr; DC sputtering power 100 W; and CoZrNb film thickness 1200 nm. The purity of the material, high vacuum level, moderate sputtering power, as well as the low sputtering pressure seem to be necessary to obtain “softness” of CoZrNb. Figure 2(a) shows a representative magnetic hysteresis loop for a 1200 nm-thick CoZrNb film. The saturation magnetization is about 950 emu/cm$^3$. The saturation field is about 4 Oe and $H_c = 0.35$ Oe. The magnetic permeability is 3282.

Patterning the continuous CoZrNb film into onMFC has the tendency to increase the $H_c$. The edges and the associated roughness, as well as the trapezoid shape, are some of the factors affecting the $H_c$. Figure 2(b) shows the linear transfer
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**FIG. 1.** (a) Schematic of the entire MTJ layer structure and patterned oval MTJ etched to the bottom of the pinned CoFeB layer. Ellipse long axis = 120 μm and short axis = 15 μm (aspect ratio 8). Pinning is along the short axis, which is also the sensing direction. The magnetization of the top “free” composite layer, CoFeB/Conetic, is along the long axis due to shape anisotropy; (b) micrograph of an MTJ sensor unit (die area $1 \times 1 \text{ mm}^2$) consisting of four MTJs connected in series along the central y-axis and a pair of trapezoid-shaped on-chip flux concentrators made of the CoZrNb film. The two terminals along the y-axis are gold contact pads for the sensor (sensing along the x-axis); and (c) schematic of a pair of external magnetic flux concentrators (Conetic alloy) with two tips in contact with the on-chip MFC.

**FIG. 2.** (a) Magnetic hysteresis loop of the sputtered CoZrNb film with a thickness of 1200 nm at 300 K. This film has a magnetic permeability of 3282 and a coercivity of 0.35 Oe; (b) resistance transfer curve of an MTJ sensor with integrated on-chip magnetic flux concentrators (onMFCs). The total magnetoresistance is 95.3%. The coercivity is 1.8 Oe. The field sensitivity is 25.2%/Oe; and (c) resistance transfer curve of an MTJ sensor with dual MFCs (onMFC and exMFC). The total magnetoresistance is 95.3%. The coercivity is 0.12 Oe. The field sensitivity is 775.3%.
concentrators, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c). We use a battery in series with a resistor sensor at the edge is saturated within a narrow field range of 0.1 Oe. Therefore, to operate effectively, we need to field-bias the sensor easily. As shown in Fig. 2(c), each sensor in Fig. 2(c) carries a small coercivity of only 0.12 Oe.

Our second stage exMFC is a pair of “macroscopic” flux concentrators, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c). We use a bulk metallic sheet (0.5 mm thick) of the Conetic® alloy (Ni77Fe14Cu5Mo4) which is annealed by the manufacturer and carries a permeability of 18.8. There are various designs of exMFC, and we adopt a similar shape given in Ref. 24 for its effectiveness. Each concentrator is shaped as a rectangle with one end reduced into a tip. The width of the rectangle and the tip is 10 mm and 1 mm, respectively. The overall length of the concentrator is 35 mm. We integrate the two concentrators with their tips facing the microscopic MTJ sensor, and the gap between the two tips is about 0.8 mm. The tips are carefully placed onto the onMFC to avoid any air gap between the onMFC and the exMFC, therefore, reducing the magnetic flux “resistance”. Figure 2(c) shows the linear transfer curve of a representative MTJ sensor with double-staged onMFC and exMFC. The field sensitivity is enhanced to \( S_0'' = 775.3\% / \text{Oe} \), implying the second stage exMFC sports an amplification factor of \( \beta_2 = S_0'' / S_0 = 30.8 \). The total amplification factor is \( \beta = \beta_1 \beta_2 = 516.9 \). The sensor in Fig. 2(c) carries a small coercivity of only 0.12 Oe. Our double-staged MFCs generate an extremely large sensitivity, but the field dynamic range is reduced significantly. The reduction in the dynamic range is inevitable since the amplification of the external field would enable the field to saturate the sensor easily. As shown in Fig. 2(c), each sensing edge is saturated within a narrow field range of 0.1 Oe. Therefore, to operate effectively, we need to field-bias the sensor at the \( R_0 \) state under an ambient environment, e.g., the Earth’s magnetic field. The large size of the exMFC makes the sensor highly sensitive, but at the cost of reduced spatial resolution, rendering the sensor more suitable for applications such as underground energy explorations.

The benefit of applying MFCs on MTJ sensors has been previously studied in Ref. 24, in which only an estimation of detectability was calculated using MTJ sensitivity for nanoTesla magnetic fields. However, the sensitivity of MTJs tends to decrease dramatically for smaller magnetic fields as shown in their work. Therefore, in our work, by doing measurements directly under picoTesla magnetic fields, we characterize completely the detectable field limit, the frequency response, and the intrinsic noise of our MTJ sensor. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). Two AAA-batteries in series with a resistor \( R_1 \) constitute a DC bias current source, applying approximately 1.5 V bias voltage on the MTJ sensor. A function generator (Agilent 33220A) is connected in series with a pair of calibrated coils near the sensor and a current-limiting resistor \( R_2 \), to generate an AC testing magnetic field. One additional coil (not shown in the figure) is used to apply a DC biasing field so that the sensor is maintained at the \( R_0 \) state. The voltage signal across the sensor is fed into a lock-in amplifier, which has a negligible FET-input voltage noise of 5 nV/√Hz. During measurement, we set the low-pass filter of the lock-in amplifier output with a time constant of 5 s and a slope of 24 dB/octave, corresponding to an equivalent noise bandwidth of 0.024 Hz.

When an AC testing magnetic field at a certain amplitude is applied, the oscilloscope in Fig. 3(a) would record stabilized output of the lock-in amplifier and potentiostat. The MTJ sensor, the bias current source, and the coil are enclosed in an aluminum shield box (dashed line) to reduce electromagnetic interference from the environment. (b) The voltage signal and SNR measured by the lock-in amplifier as a function of the amplitude of the testing AC magnetic field at 10 kHz. (c) The voltage signal measured at different frequencies.
to 5 pT, the SNR drops to approximately 1, which reveals the detection limit of 5 pT at 10 kHz.

Both the sensor’s signal and noise can depend on the frequency of the testing magnetic field, so it is essential to determine the detectable field limit at different frequencies. Figure 3(c) shows the voltage signals of the MTJ sensor from 0.1 to 120 kHz. At each frequency, we gradually reduce the amplitude of the testing magnetic field until the SNR reaches 1. At all frequencies, the voltage signal of such sensors scales linearly with the magnetic field, yet this response (slope of the line) decreases with increasing frequency. The soft magnetic materials of MFCs become less responsive for higher frequency, as their permeability goes down. This is, in part, due to induced eddy currents in MFCs. Moreover, the detectable field limit becomes larger at lower frequencies despite the increment in the sensor response, indicating the noise level has a strong frequency dependence.

We have also calculated the sensor’s noise power spectral density at different frequencies. It is given by the ratio between the standard deviation of the voltage signal and the square root of equivalent noise bandwidth, and has no dependence on the settings of the lock-in amplifier. Figure 4(a) shows the noise of the MTJ sensor from 0.1 to 120 kHz. The noise power spectral density of each MTJ can be characterized by

\[ S_V(V^2/Hz) = 2eVR \coth \left( \frac{eV}{2k_BT} \right) + \frac{2V^2}{A\gamma}, \]

where \( V \) is the bias voltage on the junction, \( R \) is the junction resistance, and \( A \) is the junction area. The first term is a combination of Johnson and shot noise and does not have any frequency dependence, while the second term is the electric 1/f noise, characterized by the Hooge-like parameter \( \alpha \) and exponent \( \gamma \). Fitting of the sensor’s noise power spectral density gives \( \alpha = 1.6 \times 10^{-7} \text{m}^2 \) and \( \gamma = 1.43 \). The relatively large value of \( \alpha \) may be related to the high sensitivity of the MTJ sensor. The fitted white noise is \( 4.3 \times 10^{-16} V^2/Hz \), slightly larger than the theoretical prediction of shot and Johnson noise (3.0 \( \times 10^{-16} V^2/Hz \)). Such enhancement of shot noise implies the presence of the spin-blockade effect, which has been observed in previous studies on MTJs.\(^{34–36}\)

Combining the frequency-dependent response and noise spectrum of the MTJ sensor, we can calculate its detectable field limit as the ratio between noise and response. While the response decreases monotonically as the frequency increases, the noise decreases first and saturates at around 10 kHz. Figure 4(b) shows the detectable field from 0.1 to 120 kHz. At low frequency, the rise of 1/f noise dominates over the increment of response, giving rise to a high detectable field limit of 195 pT/√Hz at 100 Hz; at high frequency, the noise level becomes frequency-independent while response continues to drop. Therefore, the optimal performance of the MTJ sensor is achieved at intermediate frequencies (3–30 kHz) with the detectable field limit going as low as 30 pT/√Hz. This result is remarkable compared with recent developments of MTJ-based sensors with MFCs which shows their best detectable field limits to be 50 ~ 100 pT/√Hz and coercive forces of 0.1~10e.\(^{8,23,27,37,38}\)

However in these previous developments, the sensor’s response has been assumed frequency-independent and determined from the transfer curve under the DC magnetic field. But the decrease in the sensor response at smaller fields and higher frequencies would lead to an increase in the detectable field limit. Therefore, our method of direct measurement of the high frequency sensor response is necessary in characterizing the full performance of the MTJ sensor.

In summary, we have developed double-staged magnetic flux concentrators which have enhanced the magnetic field sensitivity of the MTJ sensors to an unprecedented level. The first stage MFC is a shaped CoZrNb thin film, which we have optimized the fabrication process to acquire a field amplification factor of 18.8. This on-chip MFC is incorporated naturally on the MTJ sensor chip with a small footprint. The second stage MFC uses a “soft” alloy of Ni\(_{77}\)Fe\(_{14}\)Cu\(_8\)Mo\(_4\) which is larger in size and is in contact with the on-chip MFC. This external MFC has an even larger amplification factor of 30.8. Together with a total amplification of 516.9, our MTJ sensor with dual MFCs sports a MR sensitivity of 775.4%/Oe and an ultimate detectable field limit of 30 pT/√Hz at 10 kHz. We are already trying to apply this sensor to oil exploration, and working on shrinking the size of MFCs to make it more applicable to other fields. There is still much room for further improvement in our sensors. For example, the 1/f noise of the MTJ sensors could be reduced further, and the dual MFCs can be made more magnetically permeable. It is likely that our technical approach could lead to femtoTesla level field sensitivity upon continuing improvement.
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**FIG. 4.** (a) Noise spectrum for an MTJ sensor with double-staged MFCs, with the black solid line as theoretical noise fitting; and (b) detectable field limit calculated based on Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 4(a) as a function of frequency up to 100 kHz.
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